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Abstract

Ocean components of Earth System Models employed for climate projections as yet do not routinely resolve mesoscale eddies for

computational cost reasons, and the associated subgrid processes are still parameterised in these numerical models. While the

performance of physics parameterisations in a numerical ocean model is normally assessed via examining the associated physical

responses, biogeochemical responses are also important, but are often treated separately. Given recent advances in mesoscale

eddy parameterisations, specifically for the eddy induced advection, this work systematically examines the improvements brought

about by the inclusion of a time and space varying eddy induced velocity coefficient, and examine the joint consequences for

physical and biogeochemical responses in the context of an idealised but ocean relevant model. Relative to a high resolution

mesoscale eddy resolving model, the more updated mesoscale eddy parameterisation is able to capture aspects of the model

truth in the physical responses. However the biogeochemistry response is rather more subtle, where a ’better’ response with the

conventional eddy parameterisation with a constant coefficient could arise from a physically inconsistent response. The present

work provides some baseline model sensitivities from which future assessments employing other parameterisations or in more

complex settings could compare against.
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Abstract

Ocean components of Earth System Models employed for climate projections as yet do not routinely resolve mesoscale
eddies for computational cost reasons, and the associated subgrid processes are still parameterised in these numerical
models. While the performance of physics parameterisations in a numerical ocean model is normally assessed via
examining the associated physical responses, biogeochemical responses are also important, but are often treated
separately. Given recent advances in mesoscale eddy parameterisations, specifically for the eddy induced advection,
this work systematically examines the improvements brought about by the inclusion of a time and space varying eddy
induced velocity coefficient, and examine the joint consequences for physical and biogeochemical responses in the
context of an idealised but ocean relevant model. Relative to a high resolution mesoscale eddy resolving model, the
more updated mesoscale eddy parameterisation is able to capture aspects of the model truth in the physical responses.
However the biogeochemistry response is rather more subtle, where a ‘better’ response with the conventional eddy
parameterisation with a constant coefficient could arise from a physically inconsistent response. The present work
provides some baseline model sensitivities from which future assessments employing other parameterisations or in
more complex settings could compare against.
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1. Introduction1

The ocean circulation plays a crucial role in the Earth system’s heat, carbon and nutrient cycles, with associated2

effects on the global climate and the marine ecosystem (e.g. Rahmstorf, 2002; Doney et al., 2012). Over the decadal3

to centennial time-scales, more heat is expected to reside in the upper part of the ocean under climate projection4

exercises (e.g, IPCC, 2019), which is known to strengthen the upper ocean stratification, leading to changes in the5

ocean ventilation pathways (e.g., Bindoff and McDougall, 1994; Li et al., 2020). The ocean meridional overturning6

circulation is projected to slow down, partly via the shoaling of the pycnocline, though uncertainties still exist (e.g.,7

Bellomo et al., 2021). Changes in the ocean overturning circulation can affect the bulk transport of nutrients, which8

can then have large-scale impacts on the phytoplankton populations. Phytoplankton, being primary producers, plays9

an important role in the global carbon cycle, and impact issues of food security via its role at the base of most oceanic10

food webs. While there is large uncertainty in the physiological responses of various marine biomass to the changing11

marine environment in terms of heat stress, nutrient abundance, acidity and others (e.g., Kwiatkowski et al., 2020;12

Tagliabue et al., 2021; Martiny et al., 2022), it is not controversial to say there is a clear causal link in how the13

physical circulation can impact the broad regional and global biogeochemical response via its influence on nutrient14
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supply, though such projections often come with large uncertainties given the nonlinear interactions present in the15

complex Earth system (e.g., Lotze et al., 2019).16

An invaluable tool for probing and constraining the physical and biogeochemical responses in the marine system17

to the changing environment are Earth System Models. These are numerical models that simulate the evolution of the18

earth system components and their interactions, such as the ocean, the marine ecosystem, and the atmosphere (e.g.,19

Bonan and Doney, 2018; Séférian et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2022), with the assumption that the processes implemented20

into the numerical models are themselves correct. However, even with the increasing computational power available,21

present state-of-the-art Earth System Models still mostly utilise ocean components at approximately 1◦ horizontal22

resolution, which does not explicitly permit geostrophic mesoscale eddies (e.g., Hewitt et al., 2020, 2022). It is23

known that geostrophic mesoscale eddies play a crucial role in regulating the ocean circulation response, where such24

motions not only have local effects, but also on the larger scale regional and global mean state (e.g. Lévy et al., 2012).25

Although there is an increasing push for ocean models to be mesoscale eddy resolving (Fox-Kemper et al., 2019;26

Kwiatkowski et al., 2020; Hewitt et al., 2022) or at least eddy rich (at around 1/12◦ horizontal resolutions, Hallberg,27

2013), global Earth System Models at such resolutions remain computationally prohibitive, and global Earth System28

Models with an ocean component at the mesoscale eddy permitting regime at around 1/4◦ horizontal resolution is a29

more realistic target (Hewitt et al., 2017, 2020, 2022; Roberts et al., 2020). Given the important role the ocean plays30

in the physical and biogeochemical response, and the anticipated developments of ocean models over the next decade,31

there is a need to probe, constrain and understand the sensitivities of the physical and biogeochemical responses in32

ocean models at the non-eddy resolving, eddy permitting as well as the eddy rich/resolving resolutions.33

For those models that do not explicitly permit mesoscale eddies, parameterisations are often employed to mimic34

the feedback of geostrophic mesoscale eddies on the modelled state that would be present in an eddy rich/resolving35

model. Often employed are what we would term here as diffusive closures, such as isoneutral diffusion (e.g., Redi,36

1982; Griffies, 1998) and the Gent–McWilliams (GM) scheme (Gent and McWilliams, 1990; Gent et al., 1995).37

Isoneutral diffusion leads to tracer diffusion along the isoneutral directions, while the GM scheme leads to an eddy38

induced advection of tracers and results in a flattening of isoneutral slopes, both consistent with the adiabatic nature39

of mesoscale eddies generated by baroclinic instabilities (e.g., Vallis, 2006). Such diffusive closures are designed40

for coarse resolution models with no explicitly resolved eddies, are considered more standard, and most existing41

numerical ocean models have variants of such schemes implemented (e.g. MITgcm, Marshall et al. 1997a,b; NEMO,42

Madec 2008; FESOM, Wang et al. 2014; MOM, Adcroft et al. 2019). On the other hand, mesoscale eddies can43

also lead to sharpening of large-scale jets (via inverse cascades, eddy induced momentum convergence, or otherwise,44

e.g. Waterman and Jayne, 2012; Waterman and Hoskins, 2013), which is increasingly modelled by backscatter based45

parameterisations (e.g., Bachman, 2019; Jansen et al., 2019). Both diffusive and backscatter types of schemes have46

been developed since their respective conceptions, and recent advances in both classes of parameterisations have led47

to lower resolution models that are more in line with the eddy rich/resolving models, at least in the physical responses.48

Advances in diffusive schemes tend to focus more on coarse resolution models, some of which have been shown to49

lead to improvements in sensitivities of the circulation to changing forcing scenarios (e.g., Farneti et al., 2015; Mak50

et al., 2018, 2022b). Backscatter schemes have received more attention in eddy permitting models, in their ability to51

strengthen the represented eddy energy levels and ocean currents (e.g., Bachman, 2019; Jansen et al., 2019).52

The biogeochemical responses to such recent updates in physics parameterisations has been, on the other hand,53

somewhat lacking. However, it is well-known that the model represented physics can have very substantial impact54

on the resulting physical and/or biogeochemical metrics of interest. Modifying the represented eddy-mean feedbacks55

can have a significant effect on the ventilation rate and pathways, which are expected to lead to significant impacts on56

the represented ocean heat content (e.g., de Boer et al., 2007; Zhang and Vallis, 2013; Zanna et al., 2019; Mak et al.,57

2022b; Newsom et al., 2022), carbon (England and Rahmstorf, 1999; Gnanadesikan et al., 2015; Khwatiwala et al.,58

2018), oxygen (Matear et al., 2000; Helm et al., 2011; Bopp et al., 2017; Takano et al., 2018), and nutrient distributions59

(Lévy et al., 1999; Tschumi et al., 2011; Bopp et al., 2013; Couespel et al., 2021). Given the prevalent use of numerical60

ocean general circulation models for probing biophysical interactions and for making predictions (e.g., Bopp et al.,61

2013; Berthet et al., 2019; Swearer et al., 2019; Séférian et al., 2019), it is important to investigate (i) how the physics62

parameterisations modify the modelled physical states, and (ii) how that in turn affects the biogeochemical responses,63

given there is no guarantee that improvements in physical processes necessarily leads to a ‘better’ biogeochemical64

response depending on the metric of choice, given the nonlinear interactions inherent in a complex system.65

Global and/or realistic models, while useful for their intended arena of making predictions and informing policies66
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(e.g., IPBES, 2019), are computationally expensive and possess a large number of degrees of freedom, making67

them somewhat difficult in attributing the various causalities. While ultimately these realistic and complex Earth68

System Models should be used when assessing the impacts of eddy parameterisations, for delineating the causality69

and interactions between the physical parameterisations and the resulting physical and biogeochemical responses,70

we consider here a complementary approach by utilising idealised numerical models. We focus in this work on a71

systematic assessment of mesoscale eddy parameterisations and its impact on Net Primary Production (NPP), via72

the former’s influence on the nutrient stream or relay (e.g., Williams et al., 2017, 2011; Whitt and Jansen, 2020;73

Gupta et al., 2022) in the well-known double gyre setting with a simple biogeochemistry model, and with prescribed74

atmospheric forcing in a control as well as an idealised climate change scenario following the work of Couespel75

et al. (2021). The idealised model has the benefit that the physical processes are well-known, and is computationally76

tractable that high resolution eddy resolving ‘model truths’ are available.77

Even with the reduced complexity afforded by the choice of numerical model, there are multiple parameterisations78

for mesoscale turbulence currently, and examining the impact of diffusive and backscatter-type approaches on the79

physical and biogeochemical response together, in a hierarchy of models with different horizontal resolutions with80

different dynamical regimes, is a gargantuan undertaking. We focus in this first article the impacts on the physical and81

biogeochemical responses emerging from different diffusive eddy closures, specifically focusing on the GM-based82

parameterisations for the eddy induced advection. An analogous investigation into the effects of isoneutral diffusion,83

backscatter type eddy parameterisations, and analogous extensions into the eddy permitting models will be reported84

in subsequent publications. The models to be investigated here are non-eddy resolving, differing by the GM-type85

closures they employ, and the performance of these will be judged against the high resolution eddy resolving model86

truths. The GM parameterisation variants and the numerical model set up are described in §2. In §3 we report the87

differences in the physical and biogeochemical responses arising from the choice of closures. In §4 we subject the88

models to idealised climate change scenarios to investigate model sensitivities. The article concludes in §5, critically89

evaluating the advantages and shortfalls provided by the choices of GM-based closures.90

2. Mesoscale eddy parameterisations and numerical set up91

Two canonical types of diffusive closures associated with geostrophic turbulence are those based on isoneutral92

diffusion (e.g., Redi, 1982) and the Gent–McWilliams scheme (GM, Gent and McWilliams, 1990). The former refers93

to diffusion of tracers along the isoneutral direction, while the latter resembles a horizontal buoyancy diffusion (in the94

quasi-geostrophic limit, e.g. Treguier et al., 1997) or a layer thickness diffusion (e.g., Gent and McWilliams, 1990),95

but is really an eddy induced advection (e.g., Gent et al., 1995; Treguier et al., 1997; Griffies, 1998). While it is known96

that both have effects on the resulting physical and biogeochemical response, we note that while isoneutral diffusion97

modifies the rate of tracer ventilation, GM schemes affect the structure (and thus the rate) of the tracer ventilation98

through its impact on the density stratification. It is certainly true there are more studies focusing on assessing GM-99

based schemes (e.g., Visbeck et al., 1997; Eden and Greatbatch, 2008; Cessi, 2008; Hofman and Morales Maqueda,100

2011; Munday et al., 2013; Zhang and Vallis, 2013; Bates et al., 2014; Farneti et al., 2015; Mak et al., 2018, 2022b),101

although there have also been increasing interest in isoneutral diffusion, assessing its impact as well as improving on102

the standard implementation with constant diffusivity (e.g., Ferrari and Nikurashin, 2010; Pradal and Gnanadesikan,103

2014; Jones and Cessi, 2016; Jones and Abernathey, 2019; Groeskamp et al., 2021; Holmes et al., 2022; Chouksey104

et al., 2022). Both processes are related to mesoscale turbulence, and works exist suggesting relationships between105

the two (e.g., Smith and Marshall, 2009; Abernathey et al., 2013). Owing to the larger interest in GM-based closures,106

in this work we make the choice to focus primarily on the consequences afforded by different GM-based schemes, and107

consider a prescribed constant isoneutral diffusivity κiso. The model sensitivity to κiso by itself is was found to be rather108

mild in the present model, although nonlinear feedback loops can be present, suggesting that further investigation is109

required in this area; see Appendix A for details.110

2.1. GM-based parameterisations111

The GM-scheme introduces an extra eddy induced velocity u∗ = −∇×(κgms) (e.g., Ferreira et al., 2005) to the tracer112

advection equation, where s = M2/N2 is the isopycnal slope in the horizontal directions, with M2 ∼ |∇Hρ|
2 (where ρ113

is the relevant density and ∇H denotes the horizontal gradient operator) and N2 ∼ −∂ρ/∂z denoting the horizontal and114
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vertical buoyancy gradients associated with the resolved state, and κgm will be termed the GM-coefficient in this work.115

The GM scheme is widely used because of its inherent properties, such as adiabatic advection leading to slumping of116

isopycnals, positive-definite generation of eddy energy, layer-wise conservation of moments; e.g., (Gent et al., 1995),117

as well as numerical advantages that it can impart to a model (numerical stability due to the slumping action, reduction118

of unrealistic deep convection; e.g., Danabasoglu et al. 1994). A choice often utilised in idealised models takes the119

simple prescription of120

κgm = κ0 = constant. (1)

2.1.1. GEOMETRIC121

It is widely acknowledged that it is desirable to maintain the properties afforded by the GM scheme even if one122

does not believe a simple prescription of κgm = constant will suffice. A prevalent research focus has thus been on123

improving on the functional form of κgm (e.g., Visbeck et al., 1997; Treguier et al., 1997; Ferreira et al., 2005; Cessi,124

2008; Eden and Greatbatch, 2008; Hofman and Morales Maqueda, 2011; Marshall et al., 2012; Jansen et al., 2015).125

The focus here will be on the GEOMETRIC prescription of the κgm (Marshall et al., 2012; Mak et al., 2018, 2022b),126

which takes127

κgm = α

∫
E dz∫

(M2/N) dz
, (2)

where α is a non-dimensional tuning parameter (bounded in magnitude by 1), E is the total (potential and kinetic)128

eddy energy, and the resulting κgm varies in time and the horizontal (but is depth-independent with the present129

specification). The prescription allows a more significant state-dependent response. Unlike most other existing130

proposals for the κgm that utilise mixing length type arguments with dependence on the eddy kinetic energy, the GM-131

version of GEOMETRIC arises from a mathematically rigorous bound that results from analysing the Eliassen–Palm132

flux tensor that encodes the eddy-mean feedbacks (Marshall et al., 2012; Maddison and Marshall, 2013). Notably,133

out of the GM-based proposals, the GM-version of GEOMETRIC has somewhat more evidence in support of its use,134

from a diagnostic point of view (Bachman et al., 2017; Wang and Stewart, 2020; Wei et al., 2022), and prognostic135

calculations in idealised models (Mak et al., 2017, 2018) as well as in realistic models (Mak et al., 2022b). In136

particular, the GM-version of GEOMETRIC in the aforementioned prognostic calculations have been shown to lead137

to improved sensitivities of the modelled ocean circulation (notably the Antarctic Circumpolar Current transport and138

the global Meridional Overturning Circulation strength) to changes in forcing over standard prescriptions of the κgm.139

In a prognostic calculation with a coarse resolution model, E is provided by means of a depth-integrated eddy140

energy budget. Denoting (x, y) to be the zonal and meridional directions respectively, following Mak et al. (2022b),141

the eddy energy budget is given by142

d
dt

∫
E dz + ∇H ·

((̃
uz − |c| ex

) ∫
E dz

)
︸                            ︷︷                            ︸

advection

=

∫
κgm

M4

N2 dz︸          ︷︷          ︸
source

− λ

∫
(E − E0) dz︸              ︷︷              ︸
dissipation

+ ηE∇
2
H

∫
E dz︸           ︷︷           ︸

diffusion

, (3)

where the depth-integrated eddy energy is advected by the depth average flow ũz with westward propagation at the143

long Rossby wave phase speed |c| (e.g., Chelton et al., 2011; Klocker and Marshall, 2014). The growth of eddy144

energy comes from slumping of mean density surfaces, and energy diffused in the horizontal (Grooms, 2015; Ni et al.,145

2020a,b), with ∇H denoting the horizontal gradient operator and the ηE the associated eddy energy diffusivity. A linear146

dissipation of eddy energy at rate λ (but maintaining a minimum eddy energy level E0) is utilized, so λ−1 is an eddy147

energy dissipation time-scale.148

In this work we focus on the GM-version of the GEOMETRIC parameterisation, choosing the standard constant149

κgm as a ‘worse case scenario’ setting. We provide some discussion based on results utilising simpler proposals of150

spatially κgm (Treguier et al. 1997; cf. Visbeck et al. 1997) as well as speculate on the responses that might be expected151

when utilising other existing energetically constrained proposals (e.g., κgm ∼
√

K of Jansen et al., 2019, where K is152

the eddy kinetic energy) based on the results of this work in the discussion section.153

2.2. Model set up154

To isolate and identify influences arising from the parameterisation variants, an idealised numerical ocean model155

is used. While there are many possible choices, we note that the previous investigation of Couespel et al. (2021) utilise156
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a double gyre model with the Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO; Madec 2008). The particular157

gyre model in Couespel et al. (2021) is a “straightened” version of the standard gyre configuration test case that comes158

with NEMO, which is already coupled to an idealised biogeochemistry model within NEMO (cf. Lévy et al., 2010,159

2012), and has been used to study both physical and biogeochemical responses in the aforementioned works.160

To leverage and compare with the results from existing works, we will essentially be employing the same161

model and set up from Couespel et al. (2021), albeit with mild differences, to investigate the response of physical162

and biogeochemical responses to the GM-based mesoscale eddy parameterisations. To recap, the physical model163

employed by Couespel et al. (2021) is on a square domain with sides of length 3180 km and depth 4 km, formulated164

on a β-plane centred around 35◦ N. The domain has no bathymetry, is bounded by vertical walls that are aligned with165

longitudes and latitudes on all sides, and with non-linear bottom drag and free slip condition on the lateral boundaries.166

The model utilises a linear equation of state with temperature and salinity, and vertical mixing is via a turbulent167

kinetic energy scheme which comes standard with NEMO (Gaspar et al., 1990). Atmospheric forcing is through168

the flux formulation, and the forcings (wind stress, penetrative solar radiation, pesudo-atmospheric temperature Θ∗169

for computing sea surface temperature restoring, freshwater flux) are all zonally symmetric and with a prescribed170

seasonal cycle, and there is no net salinity flux (see Lévy et al., 2010, Fig.1). The model employs the same idealised171

biogeochemistry model LOBSTER (see e.g., Lévy et al., 2012), with standard reference settings, and the passive tracer172

advection and diffusion uses the active tracer settings. The LOBSTER model uses nitrogen as the currency, and the173

six variables are concentrations of detritus, zooplankton, phytoplankton, nitrate, ammonium, and dissolved organic174

matter; variables of particular interest to the work here are phytoplankton and nitrate for their links to Net Primary175

Production (NPP). Note that LOBSTER does not represent physiological changes with changes in temperature, so176

changes that are observed will be solely due to changes in the transport, which is in line with our focus on the large-177

scale links between physics and biogeochemistry.178

The differences in the model employed in this work to that of Couespel et al. (2021) are the following:179

• version of NEMO (NEMO v4.0.5 r14538 instead of v3.4 r4826),180

• a slightly different initialisation of nitrate concentration at the beginning of the spinup (from version181

differences), and at the start of the perturbation experiments (no averaging of the deep ocean nitrate182

concentration),183

• the model truth is taken here to have a horizontal resolution of 1/12◦ instead of 1/9◦.184

Part of the reason for the more updated version of NEMO is for its implementation of a GM-version of185

GEOMETRIC from the work of Mak et al. (2022b), and it was easier to adapt the model configuration to the newer186

NEMO than to write the GEOMETRIC parameterisation into an older version of NEMO. Sample calculations show187

that the different choices of initialisation of the nitrate concentration at the deeper ocean have essentially no impact188

on the conclusions in this article. The horizontal resolution of the model truth was increased in this work partly as a189

balance to resolve the mesoscales, but without resolving too much of the submesoscales, given the main focus here190

on mesoscale dynamics. Another reason for taking the model truth to be 1/12◦ is for the suggestive analogy with191

the global NEMO ORCA0083 (sometimes known as ORCA12) configuration at a nominally horizontal resolution of192

1/12◦, with our aim to consider the effect of parameterisations on physical and biogeochemical response in a future193

work using a hierarchy of idealised models at at the eddy permitting regime with models at intermediate resolutions.194

All the major conclusions of Couespel et al. (2021) are found to hold here, up to minor and inconsequential quantitative195

differences.196

A summary of key model parameters are given in Table 1, partly informed by previous works (Couespel et al.,197

2021; Mak et al., 2022b,a); a brief description of model sensitivities to some of these choices are given in Appendix198

A. Following the strategy of Couespel et al. (2021), the physical and biogeochemical model at the 1◦ resolution starts199

from model year −2300, spun up over 2000 model years to model year −300 using the CONST variant with constant200

κgm. At model year −300, perturbation experiments were carried out for another 300 years to model year 0 (which is201

longer than the 100 years considered in Couespel et al. 2021). For the 1◦ models, the perturbation experiments are202

with CONST and GEOM. For the 1/12◦ model, the fields are simply interpolated from the 1◦ model onto the 1/12◦203

grid. Fig. 1 shows some of the summary statistics of the spinup, indicating a quasi-equilibrium has been reached at204

least in the upper parts of the ocean (depths less than 700 m), and in line with the results of Couespel et al. (2021)205
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R1 (CONST and GEOM) R12
horizontal resolution 106 km 8.83 km

time step 30 mins 10 mins
momentum diffusion horizontal ∇2, ν = 105 m s−2 horizontal ∇4, ν = −3 × 1010 m s−4

tracer advection FCT scheme MUSCL scheme
tracer diffusion isopycnal ∇2, κiso = 103 m s−2 iso-level ∇4, κ = −109 m s−4

eddy induced advection CONST (κgm = 1000 m s−1) —
GEOM (α = 0.04, λ−1 = 135 days) —

Table 1: Key model parameter differences between the calculations considered in this work.

(see their Fig. 1c and A1). A working hypothesis is that the physical and biogeochemical responses are improved in206

the GEOM calculations when compared to the CONST calculations; the eventual supporting evidence suggests this is207

largely true (see Table 2 in §5), but there are important subtle details to be detailed.208
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Figure 1: (Top row) Time series of various quantities from the 300-year spin-up (i.e. model years −300 to 0 years) and the experimental period (0
to 70 years), for the model truth (R12, black line) and coarse resolution calculations (CONST, red line; GEOM, green line); the time axes are linear
in the spinup and analysis period individually. (a) Averaged ocean temperature Θ (◦C) over the top 700 m of the model domain. (b) Model nitrate
concentration (NO3, mmol N m−3, where N is the nitrogen currency unit) over the top 700 m of the model domain. (c) Domain integrated Net
Primary Production (NPP, mmol N m−2 day). Shown also are (d) the idealised purely zonal wind stress forcing τx (Newtons m−2) with seasonal
cycle limits, (e) the pseudo-atmospheric temperature Θ∗ (◦C) with seasonal cycle limits, and ( f ) a snapshot of the surface relative vorticity of the
model truth R12 (units of the planetary vorticity f0).

3. Comparison of pre-industrial controls209

We first investigate the characteristics displayed by the coarse resolution 1◦ models and the relative differences210

with the model truth at 1/12◦ resolution, with a focus on the GEOM calculations. Each model is integrated for another211

70 years from model year 0, subject to the same idealised atmospheric forcing. The diagnostics reported are from data212

time averaged over the analysis period, taken to be the last five years of the calculation (between start of model year213
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Figure 2: The barotropic streamfunction Ψbaro (in Sv = 106 m3 s−1) of (a) R12 and (b) GEOM, with the zero contour overlaid as a black line;
CONST visually looks identical to GEOM, and has been omitted. Panel (c) shows the resulting κgm distribution from GEOM with the choice of
parameters in Table 1.

66 and end of model year 70). Time-averaged quantities are denoted by an overbar214

(·) =
1

t1 − t0

∫ t1

t0
(·) dt, (4)

with t0,1 being start and end of model years 66 and 70 respectively. We first focus on the physical responses before215

analysing the biogeochemical responses, with a focus on the nutrient supply and its effect on Net Primary Production216

(NPP). Following the previous work of Couespel et al. (2021), our focus will be on the responses particularly within217

the subpolar gyre region, which is the area that is most bioactive in the present setup. We employ the same pre-defined218

box utilised in Couespel et al. (2021) for our analysis, defined as the area bounded by y = 35◦ N and 45◦ N, with the219

boundaries marked on by the black dashed lines in the subsequent figures where appropriate.220

3.1. Physical responses221

Fig. 2(a, b) shows the barotropic streamfunction (where the tilde denotes a dummy integration variable)222

Ψbaro =

∫ 0

−H

∫ x

0
v(x̃, y, z) dx̃ dz (5)

for the R12 and GEOM calculation; the CONST one has been omitted since visually it is indistinguishable from the223

GEOM one. Both models display the familiar northern hemisphere double gyre pattern with a subtropical gyre to the224

south and a subpolar gyre to the north. In the R12 calculation, because of eddy rectification effects, relatively strong225

re-circulation regions exists near the northern and southern boundaries as Fofonoff gyres (e.g., Berloff, 2005; Marshall226

and Adcroft, 2010), and the modelled Western Boundary Current is slightly south of the latitudinal center line, even227

though the zonal wind stress is symmetric about the same center line (cf. Lévy et al., 2010).228

In Fig. 2(c) we show the resulting κgm = κgm(x, y) from GEOM. Note that κgm is large (on the order of a few229

thousand) on the Western Boundary Current in the subtropical gyre. On the other hand, the values of κgm are generally230

rather small elsewhere in the domain, on the order of a hundred or so. The small values of κgm away from the Western231

Boundary Currents arise from the rather weak geostrophic flow present in the gyre system, which by thermal wind232

shear relation corresponds to weak isopycnal slopes M2/N2. The much smaller values of κgm within the subpolar233

gyre and particularly its values near the northern boundary will turn out to be an important focus point later on. The234

resulting domain-averaged value of κgm is about 300 m2 s−1, and it is found that models using such a small value of235

κgm everywhere introduces un-physical deep convection events particularly along the Western Boundary Current (not236
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Figure 3: (Top row) The diagnosed Meridional Overturning Circulation streamfunction ΨMOC from the model (shading, in Sv = 106 m3 s−1) and
lines of constant potential density referenced to sea level (contours, in kg m−3), for (a) R12, (b) CONST, and (c) for GEOM. Panel (d) shows
the diagnosed northward heat transport (in units of PW = 1015 W) for all three cases. Panels (e, f ) show the raw differences of the diagnosed
ΨMOC from the coarse resolution models relative to the model truth R12, where red colours denote more negative values, mostly corresponding to
a decrease in the overturning strength.

shown; cf. Danabasoglu et al., 1994). One benefit then with parameterisation schemes that allow spatial variations of237

κgm is that κgm is large only where it needs to be large, which is a point that will be revisited throughout the article.238

The concentrated signal of κgm on the Western Boundary observed in Fig. 2(c) is also consistent with the fact239

the explicitly represented Western Boundary Current in a coarse resolution model is rather weak, which would be240

suggestive that the resulting Meridional Overturning Circulation in the system is also on the weak side. In Fig. 3 we241

show the diagnosed Meridional Overturning Circulation streamfunction242

ΨMOC =

∫ z

−H

∫ Lx

0
v(x, y, z̃) dx dz̃ (6)

between different calculations, some sample isopycnals using potential density referenced to sea level, as well as243

the diagnosed depth integrated and zonal-mean northward heat transport vΘ
x
. As can be seen in Fig. 3, the coarse244

resolution models CONST and GEOM in general have a weaker overturning strength, partially because of a weaker245

modelled Western Boundary Current arising from the more diffuse nature of the model, and a lack of representation246

with eddy rectification effects (e.g., Lévy et al., 2010; Waterman et al., 2011; Waterman and Lilly, 2015). The247

particularly weak overturning in the subtropical region of the coarse resolution models compared to the model truth248

is consistent with a weak deep Western Boundary Current, related to the structure of the displayed isopycnals via249

thermal wind shear relation. The weaker overturning is reflected in the weaker northward transport of heat. The use of250

GEOMETRIC provides mild improvements to the represented overturning strength particularly in the subpolar gyre,251

where the diagnosed ΨMOC in GEOM is stronger than that in CONST and closer to R12 (area-weighted average root-252

mean-square mismatch to R12 of 2.03 Sv in GEOM compared to 2.34 Sv in CONST, calculated north of the center253

of the domain), coinciding with a larger heat transport (area-weighted average heat transport of 0.094 PW in GEOM254

compared to 0.078 PW in CONST, calculated from north of the center of the domain). This increased overturning255

strength is expected to have a positive effect on the modelled biogeochemical response in the GEOM calculation, as256

we might expect increased nutrient transport into the subpolar gyre by the nutrient stream or relay (e.g., Williams257

et al., 2017, 2011; Whitt and Jansen, 2020; Gupta et al., 2022).258

The double gyre configuration here is such that the downwelling is most prominent in the northern part of the259
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domain since this region is exposed to the coolest atmospheric temperatures, as seen in the maximum mixed layer260

depths (diagnosed as the first depth below which |σθ(z) − σθ(z = −10 m)| > 0.01, where σθ is the potential density261

referenced to sea level), shown in Fig. 4(a-c). The biggest differences between the calculations are again in the262

subpolar gyre region, particularly in the northwestern corner of the domain. Fig. 4(d- f ) shows the histogram of the263

diagnosed mixed layer north of the subpolar region, and we can see that R12 and GEOM are comparable in their264

mixed layer depth distributions statistically, while CONST has a notable skew towards shallower mixed layer depths265

(in terms of median and distribution). The more shallow mixed layer depths observed in the coarse resolution models266

are consistent with the decrease in the overturning strength, since the mixed layer is correlated to the depth of deep267

water extent as well as to the depth of the overturning circulation. One rationalisation for the shallower mixed layer268

depths in CONST compared to GEOM would be the magnitude of κgm at the northern boundary region region (cf.269

Fig. 2c). The GM scheme acts to flatten isopycnals, and the extra ‘resistance’ provided by the GM scheme below270

the base of the mixed layer works against the steepening of isopycnals associated with deep water formation and271

subsequent convective events. For a similar configuration in the isopycnal slopes, the CONST scheme has a higher272

κgm value in the northern boundary region, which leads to more ‘resistance’ to formation of deeper mixed layers273

compared to the GEOM case. The causality highlights the importance of the magnitude and distribution of κgm in the274

modelled physical mean state of coarse resolution models, where the mean transport pathways and strengths are being275

influenced by the explicit or parameterised small-scale feedbacks.276
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Figure 4: (Top row) Maximum mixed layer depth (m, diagnosed as the first depth below which |σθ(z) − σθ(z = −10 m)| > 0.01, where σθ is the
potential density referenced to sea level), for (a) R12, (b) CONST and (c) GEOM. (Bottom row) histogram of mixed layer depth distributions and
median (marked on as a line) north of the subpolar gyre region, for (d) R12, (e) CONST and ( f ) GEOM.

3.2. Biogeochemical responses277

Since the CONST calculation is expected to have a somewhat weaker circulation given the stronger decline in the278

overturning in Fig. 3 as well as the shallower mixed layer depths in Fig. 4 compared to the GEOM case, we might279

expect that GEOM offers some improvements over CONST in the biogeochemical response via changes in the nutrient280

transport. Fig. 5 shows the vertically integrated NPP as a map over the domain. Note that the CONST calculation281

has a noticeably smaller signal of NPP in the western boundary in the subpolar gyre region compared to the R12282

calculation, but is something that GEOM is able to somewhat capture. In terms of numerical values of the integrated283

NPP averaged over the subpolar gyre region (units of mmol N m−2 day−1, where N is the nitrogen currency), R12284

has the largest NPP at 3.67, with CONST at 2.76 and GEOM at 2.91 (respectively a decrease of −24.8% and −20.6%285

relative to R12). The GEOM calculation results in a modelled state that has closer NPP values to the model truth286
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R12 compared to the CONST calculation consistent with our expectations, although the improvements are somewhat287

modest.288
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Figure 5: (Top row) Vertically integrated Net Primary Production (NPP, mmol N m−2 day−1, where N is the nitrogen currency) for (a) R12, (b)
CONST and (c) GEOM. (Bottom row) Raw differences with the R12 calculation for (d) CONST and (e) GEOM, where red colours denote a
reduction in NPP. The area enclosed by black lines denote the subpolar box mentioned in text.

As noted in §2, the biogeochemistry model employed takes no explicit account of temperature variations on the289

biogeochemical activities themselves, so the changes observed are a result of the changes in the nutrient distributions.290

While NPP has contributions from nitrate and ammonium, as nitrate is the dominant form of dissolved inorganic291

nitrogen except in oxygen poor regions in the marine system (e.g. oxygen minimum zones or coastal hypoxia292

zones), we focus our attention on nitrate; the ratio between primary production arising from nitrate and total primary293

production encoded as a f -ratio (e.g., Sarmiento and Gruber, 2006, §4) is relatively constant over the set of calculations294

at around 0.43 (cf. Couespel et al., 2021). We show in Fig. 6 the zonally averaged vertical distribution of nitrate. In295

the raw values in panel a-c we see a suppression and elevation of nitrate concentration in the subtropical and subpolar296

gyres respectively across all models, consistent with the Ekman downwelling and upwelling from the choice of zonal297

wind forcing (e.g., §4 of Williams and Follows, 2011). In the GEOM calculation, while there is a strong decrease of298

nitrate concentration in the subtropical gyre possibly in line with the damped Western Boundary Current associated299

with the larger κgm values in the region, and an overall decrease over the whole subpolar gyre itself in panel d, there is300

an increase in nitrate concentration in the northern parts of the subpolar gyre (blue shading in panel f , and its absence301

in panel e), which collectively leads to a mildly elevated NPP in the same subpolar gyre region in GEOM as compared302

to CONST.303

To analyse the transport properties of nitrate, we note that the advective contribution arises as ∇ · (uN), where N304

denotes the nitrate concentration. Focusing on the subpolar gyre box, since the box zonal boundaries coincides with305

the zonal domain boundaries, by the divergence theorem and invoking no normal flow boundary conditions, we have306 ∫
box
∇ · (uN) dx dy dz =

(∫
south

+

∫
north

)
vN dx dz +

∫
bottom

wN dx dy. (7)

We further consider the Reynolds decomposition307

N = N + N′, N′ = 0 (8)

where the overbar is still the time-average, which leads to308

uN = uN + u′N′, (9)
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Figure 6: (Top row, a, b, c) Vertical distribution of zonally averaged nitrate concentration (NO3, mmol N m−3, where N is the nitrogen currency
unit), with lines of constant nitrate marked on. (Bottom row) (d) The vertical distribution of nitrate in the predefined subpolar gyre box, and (e, f )
raw differences in the vertical distribution of zonally averaged nitrate with the corresponding model truth calculation, where red colours denote a
reduction in nitrate concentration.

respectively the total, the mean and the eddy advective flux of nutrients, and u′ is from the explicit velocity309

fluctuations in the case of explicit eddies, supplemented by parameterised eddy induced velocity u∗ when a GM-310

based parameterisation is active. We compute the vertical distribution of the vertical nitrate supply, i.e.311 ∫ y=Ln

y=Ls

∫ Lx

0

(
wN + w′N′

)
dx dy, (10)

where no vertical integration is implied, as well as the vertical cumulative integral of the horizontal nitrate supply at312

the southern and northern boundaries, i.e.313 ∫ z

0

∫ Lx

0

(
vN + v′N′

)
dx dz̃. (11)

Fig. 7 shows the advective supply of nitrate and their respective vertical and meridional contributions, as well as their314

decompositions into the total, mean, and eddy contributions.315

As expected, it is the vertical nutrient supply rate that is dominant over the top 150 m or so (Fig. 7a, b). Even316

though the meridional velocities are much larger than the vertical velocities, the dominance of vertical supply is317

expected from a geometric viewpoint, since we are dealing with small aspect ratios H/L. The vertical mixing318

contribution dominates over the advective contribution over the top 50 m, but is otherwise largely similar for the319

set of calculations (not shown here; see e.g. Couespel et al. 2021, Fig. 4). The meridional nutrient supply however320

becomes important with depth, since the areas associated with the meridional sections of interest are now larger, and321

the nutrient supply can be comparable once the differences in the typical sizes of the meridional and vertical velocities322

are taken into account. Starting with the model truth R12, while the meridional supply is seen as a net loss (panel b),323

it has also the largest vertical gain (panel a), which compensates and leads to the largest nutrient concentrations in the324

subpolar gyre box. The supply from the south and loss from the north (panel c, d) are both large, which is consistent325

with R12 having the strongest overturning circulation out of the set of calculations considered here (cf. Fig. 3). Most326

of the contribution to the total comes from the mean (panels e-h) rather than the eddy part (panels i-l).327

For the coarse resolution calculations, roughly speaking, the GEOM calculation has a vertical and meridional328

nutrient supply that is closer in shape to the model truth R12, although there are notable differences in the nutrient329
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Figure 7: Advective supply of nitrate (NO3, mmol N day−1, where N is the nitrogen currency unit) into the pre-defined subpolar gyre box.
Shown are the vertical and meridional components (columns), as well as the total, mean and eddy advective fluxes (rows). The northern boundary
contribution was calculated with an extra minus sign, so that positive values indicate a supply into the subpolar gyre box. Lateral and vertical
diffusive contributions to nitrate flux are largely similar over the set of calculations and have been omitted.

supply at the southern and northern boundaries. Both CONST and GEOM have a smaller gain at the southern boundary330

and smaller loss at the northern boundary compared to R12, consistent with a weaker modelled overturning circulation331

than R12 (cf. Fig. 3). While the CONST case leads to a meridional gain of nutrients at depth, the GEOM case has332

a larger vertical supply (and one that is more consistent with the R12 calculation), which leads to a larger overall333

total supply, consistent with the diagnosed NPP values. As in the R12 case, most of the contribution is in the mean334

component, although the eddy part in the coarse resolution calculation (as represented by the GM scheme) is of the335

opposite sign and thus counteracting the mean (cf. Fig. A5 of Couespel et al. 2021), the effect being much larger in336

the CONST calculation. One important point to emphasise here is that while the local eddy contributions are small,337

it is the eddy feedback onto the mean state and the changes to the mean state that leads to the overall response that is338

observed (cf. Couespel et al., 2021).339

One might naı̈vely argue that we should take κgm even smaller or even switch it off to improve the eddy component340

of nutrient supply and increase the NPP. Sample experiments (see Appendix A) does indeed show that the NPP341

increases with decreasing κgm, but this is at the expense of introducing un-physical deep convection into the physical342

response particularly along the Western Boundary Current, as mentioned near the discussion at the beginning of the343

section. The mean and eddy components are not isolated components that one can ‘tune’ separately. While the344

GM scheme seems to be detrimental to the local eddy component of the nutrient supply itself, it is required to have a345

reasonable mean state stratification and overturning circulation, with knock-on effects on the large-scale mean nutrient346

supply and in turn the NPP response. In that regard, the spatially varying nature of κgm afforded by GEOM allows347

the GM scheme on where it needs to be on for the physical response, and suppressing its effects in the subpolar gyre348

where it is potentially detrimental to the biogeochemical response.349

A calculation with a simpler prescription of κgm based on Treguier et al. (1997) as implemneted into NEMO,350

which requires a specification of a maximum κ̂gm and varies in space according to the baroclinic growth rate) gives351

similar conclusions in the control calculation to GEOM. The resulting κgm is not unlike that shown in Fig. 2, but with352

a much more gradual spatial variation, but limited by the choice of the maximum κ̂gm,0, taken here to be 1000 m2 s−1.353

The resulting diagnostics are largely similar and certainly improve upon the the CONST case, for reasons detailed354
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Figure 8: Time series of various quantities from the idealised climate change experiments during the analysis period (0 to 70 years), for the model
truth (R12, black line) and resolution calculations (CONST, red line; GEOM, green line); the time axes are linear in the spinup and analysis
period individually. (a) Averaged ocean temperature Θ (◦C) over the top 700 m of the model domain. (b) Model nitrate concentration (NO3,
mmol N m−3, where N is the nitrogen currency unit) over the top 700 m of the model domain. (c) Domain integrated Net Primary Production (NPP,
mmol N m−2 day). The corresponding dashed lines show the time series of the control runs during the same period depicted in Fig. 1(a, b, c).

already. In that regard, it is the spatially varying nature of κgm afforded by the more updated schemes that results in a355

modelled state that is closer to the model truth in the selected diagnostics. However, it is known that schemes with a356

prescribed maximum κgm tends to under-react to climate change scenarios, since we are in some sense ‘fixing’ the level357

of turbulent feedback when we might expect the eddy activity to increase under such conditions (e.g., Fox-Kemper358

et al., 2019). The GEOM scheme and other energetically constrained parameterisations have no such limitations, and359

we might expect such schemes to behave in a favourable way under the climate change scenarios.360

4. Sensitivities under idealised climate change361

In our idealised climate change experiments the model is exposed to the aforementioned idealised seasonal cycle362

from model year 0, but the imposed atmopsheric temperature is given an increasing linear trend of +0.04 ◦C yr−1
363

over 70 model years, following Couespel et al. (2021) to mimic the SSP5-8.5 scenario (e.g., Tokarska et al., 2020).364

Fig. 8 shows time-series of the average temperature, nitrate concentration and NPP under the idealised climate change365

scenario for the calculations. The ocean temperature increases, leading to a stronger stratification (primarily in the366

upper ocean; not shown) that inhibits nutrient supply and a decrease in NPP across the set of calculations.367

The main interest here is in the sensitivities of the individual models to increased atmospheric temperature forcing.368

The model truth R12 would respond dynamically via changes in eddy characteristics in an explicit fashion, while the369

CONST case with its fixed and prescribed κgm coefficient in some sense has the turbulence level “fixed”. On the other370

hand, GEOM has a dynamically varying κgm that evolves depending on the modelled mean state. Each of these cases371

have a local effect arising from the eddy dynamics themselves, but also a global consequence on the resulting mean372

state via eddy-mean interactions. A focus here is on discerning what CONST and GEOM do differently, how well373

they reproduce the sensitivities displayed by the model truth, and the corresponding physical and biogeochemical374

consequences. With that in mind, the analyses are essentially the same as in the previous section, focusing on time-375

averaged data during the same analysis period. Consistent with the conclusions in the last section, it will be seen here376

also that the spatial dependence of κgm particularly in the northern boundary is crucial for model response. Further, we377

find that integrated diagnostics focusing only on physical or biogeochemical responses can be somewhat misleading378

as it can mask out compensating erroneous effects.379

4.1. Physical responses380

Fig. 9 shows the resulting κgm distribution from GEOM under the climate change scenario, and the raw differences381

compared to the control scenario. The notable feature is the increase in κgm towards the northern boundary in panel382

b where the model deep water is formed. Given the discussion in the previous section, we would expect the GEOM383

calculation in this case to have an over weakened overturning circulation, which would lead to a decrease in the384

nutrient supply and in the NPP. Details turn out to matter, as will be seen shortly.385
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Figure 9: (a) The resulting κgm profile associated with GEOM under the climate change experiment, and (b) the raw differences of the κgm between
the control and the climate change scenario (i.e. Fig. 9a minus Fig. 2c). Red colours in panel b indicate a decrease in κgm.

Fig. 10(a, b, c) shows the raw differences between the overturning streamfunction under climate change and the386

control case (cf. Fig. 3a, b, c). While both R12 and GEOM show a significant decrease in the very northern part of387

the domain, this feature seems to be absent in the CONST case. This lack of decrease in the overturning strength388

in CONST (and even a mild increase shown at the bottom right half of panel b) might have contributed to what is389

seen in Fig. 10(d, e, f ) in the diagnosed northward heat transport. The R12 and GEOM calculations both show only390

small increases in the heat transport relative to the control scenario in the northern part of the domain (+2.04% and391

+5.73% increase in the area-weighted average northward heat transport north of the center of the domain for R12 and392

GEOM respectively), but the CONST calculation shows a rather significant increase in the heat transport in the same393

region (+23.5% increase in the area-weighted average northward heat transport north of the center of the domain).394

While the response seen in R12 and GEOM are likely because of the increase in temperature offsetting the decrease395

in the advective velocity, given the magnitude of the response in CONST, it is likely indicating that the overturning396

response under climate change scenario in CONST is inconsistent with the actual dynamics in the model truth with397

explicit eddies. We should thus be wary of the resulting integrated diagnostics of the biogeochemical responses for398

the CONST case later because of the seemingly inconsistent physical response.399

Fig. 11 shows the changes in the diagnosed maximum mixed layer depth, and all panels shows that the mixed layer400

depth has generally shoaled across all calculations under the climate change scenario, particularly in the region near the401

northern boundary. This is consistent with the warming of the atmosphere and the associated decrease in buoyancy loss402

in the ocean experiences. However, note that the coarse resolution models appear to have a noticeably shallower mixed403

layer, as seen in the histograms and the median values in Fig. 11e, f compare to the R12 calculations with explicit404

eddies. From the preceding discussion, we might expect that the shoaling of the maximum mixed layer depth is more405

significant in GEOM. The statement “more shoaling” should really be interpreted in the statistical sense, suggestive406

from the calculated median, as well as by eye where the overall shift in the probability distributions in Fig. 11 f is407

larger than that in Fig. 11e. We can quantify the magnitude of shifting of the probability distributions by numerically408

computing the 1-Wasserstein distance W1(µ, ν) (sometimes known as the earth mover’s distance, e.g. Villani 2008)409

between the discrete probability distributions µ and ν. Doing so leads to W1(GEOMCTL,GEOMCC) ≈ 216 while410

W1(CONSTCTL,CONSTCC) ≈ 170 in the mixed layer depth diagnostic, thus supporting the conclusion that the GEOM411

calculation changes more within the climate change scenario, likely associated with the increased κgm in the northern412

boundary region. For completeness, W1(R12CTL,R12CC) ≈ 217, so in this metric GEOM has a sensitivity more in line413

with R12 than CONST.414
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Figure 10: (Top row) Raw differences of the diagnosed overturning streamfunction ΨMOC from the climate change scenario with the corresponding
control scenario (see Fig. 3, for (a) R12, (b) CONST, (c) GEOM; red values denote more negative values, and mostly correspond to a decrease in
the overturning strength. (Bottom row) The the diagnosed northward heat transport (in units of PW = 1015 W) for (d) R12, (e) CONST, ( f ) GEOM
under climate scenario as solid lines; the dashed line are the same quantities of the corresponding control (i.e. the lines in Fig. 3d).
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Figure 11: (Top row) Raw difference between climate change and control scenario maximum mixed layer depth (m, diagnosed as the first depth
below which |σθ(z)−σθ(z = −10 m)| > 0.01, where σθ is the potential density referenced to sea level), for (a) R12, (b) CONST and (c) GEOM; red
colours denote a decrease in mixed layer depth (i.e. shoaling of the mixed layer). (Bottom row) Histogram of the mixed layer depth distributions
and median (marked on as a line) over the subpolar gyre region of both the climate change scenario (in red) and histogram of control scenario (in
blue, cf. Fig. 4d, e, f ) for (d) R12, (e) CONST and ( f ) GEOM.
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Figure 12: Raw differences of the vertically integrated Net Primary Production (NPP, mmol N m−2 day−1, where N is the nitrogen currency)
between the climate change scenario and the control scenario (Fig. 5a, b, c) for (a) R12, (b) CONST and (c) GEOM; red values denote a decrease
in NPP.

4.2. Biogeochemical responses415

Fig. 12 shows the raw differences in the vertically integrated NPP between the climate change and control416

scenarios. There is a decrease in NPP across all models under climate change particularly in the subpolar gyre,417

although there are isolated spots in the R12 calculation where NPP has marginally increased (south of the Western418

Boundary Current separation, and at the northern boundary where downwelling occurs). The decrease in NPP in419

the coarse resolution models are concentrated particularly in the east of the subpolar gyre region, and a small patch420

towards the western boundary in the GEOM calculation. Note however that these regions of strong decrease in GEOM421

coincide somewhat with the regions where the depth-integrated NPP was actually larger than the R12 calculation in422

the control scenario (see Fig. 5d, e).423

The integrated NPP value averaged over the subpolar gyre declines under climate change for all calculations, with424

R12 at 3.16 (−13.8%), CONST at 2.13 (−22.9%) and GEOM at 2.22 (−23.6%), where the raw numbers are in units425

of mmol N m−2 day−1 (where N is the nitrogen currency), and the percentage difference is relative to the respective426

calculations in the control scenario. The R12 model simulates the largest NPP overall, with the smallest decline under427

the climate change scenario. The coarse resolution models significantly under predict in the raw value of the NPP, and428

also predict a more dramatic decline, in line with the previous results of Couespel et al. (2021). While it is true that429

the GEOM calculation still predicts a higher NPP than the CONST calculation in both the control and climate change430

scenario, the GEOM calculation displays more sensitivity to the change in forcing under the climate change scenario,431

with a marginally larger NPP decline relative to itself. We should however also bear in mind that there is evidence so432

far indicates that CONST possesses a sensitivity in the physical response that is inconsistent with the eddy resolving433

calculation R12 (e.g. Fig. 10), i.e. the CONST calculation might be “better” in the integrated NPP diagnostic, but not434

necessarily for the right reasons.435

The observed decline in NPP can again be attributed to the changes in the nutrient supply. We focus our attention436

again on nitrate; there is a decrease in the resulting f -ratio to around 0.40 (from around 0.43) somewhat uniformly437

across the set of calculations. Fig. 13 shows the differences of vertical distribution of zonally averaged nitrate between438

the climate change and control scenario (see also Fig. 6). It is seen that there is a decline of nitrate in the upper portions439

of the subpolar gyre across all models, with a mild increase at depths, indicating a decline in upwelling is consistent440

with the strengthened stratification as indicated for example by the buoyancy frequency N2 ∼ −∂ρ/∂z (not shown).441

The coarse resolution models exhibit the strongest declines, with the regions of strong decline following the changes in442

the mean stratification. Fig. 13d shows the vertical distribution of the nitrate concentration averaged over the subpolar443

gyre box, and it is noteworthy that the GEOM calculation has a vertical distribution that is closer to the model truth444

R12 than the CONST case for the present subpolar region of interest particularly in the sensitivities.445

To further analyse the changes in the nutrient distribution, we perform the same decomposition of the advective446

fluxes of nitrate as was done in the control scenario towards the end of §3 (cf. Fig. 7). The differences in advective447

fluxes are shown in Fig. 14. Note that negative values in Fig. 14 largely mean a decrease in the supply into the subpolar448

gyre, while positive values mostly mean a decrease in the loss out of the subpolar gyre; the changes in the diffusive449

contributions are largely similar across the set of calculations and have been omitted. With that in mind, starting450

again first with the R12 case, the vertical nutrient supply decreases (panel a) under idealised climate change, although451
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Figure 13: Raw differences between the vertical distribution of zonally averaged nitrate concentration (NO3, mmol N m−3, where N is the nitrogen
currency unit) between the climate change scenario and the control scenario (Fig. 6a, b, c) for (a) R12, (b) CONST and (c) GEOM; red values
denote a decrease in nitrate concentration. (d) Raw differences in the vertical distribution of nitrate in the predefined subpolar gyre box between
the climate change scenario and the control scenario (Fig. 6d), with negative values denoting a decrease in concentration.

the meridional loss has decreased (panel b). The southern boundary gain has decreased (panel c) while the northern452

boundary loss has also decreased (panel d), broadly consistent with a decrease in the overturning strength under the453

climate change scenario (cf. Fig. 10). As in the control scenario, most of the changes manifest in the mean (panels454

e-h) rather than in the eddy component (panels i-l).455

For the coarse resolution calculations, we note that while CONST suffers a large decrease in the vertical supply456

(panel a), it seems to be compensated by an equally large decline in the total horizontal loss (panel b), associated with457

the large decrease in loss at the northern boundary (panel d). This is particularly interesting, given neither of these458

sensitivities are nearly as dramatic in the R12 calculation, and suggests that this is a case where two “wrongs” happen459

to cancel out, resulting in a reasonable integrated response in the NPP. On the other hand, the GEOM calculation460

over most panels capture the shape of the R12 responses somewhat (and arguably mostly improve on the sensitivities461

displayed by the CONST calculation), except at the northern boundary, and there is a notable decrease in the vertical462

supply in the upper 50 m of the ocean. So while the GEOM calculation seems to respond in a way that is more463

consistent with the model truth, it seems to (i) do things ‘wrong’ perhaps where it matters the most in the vertical464

nutrient supply (upper part of the ocean where light availability and NPP is the largest), and (ii) not have the benefit465

of two ‘wrongs’ cancelling out as in the CONST case.466

5. Conclusions and discussions467

Numerical ocean models at non-eddy resolving to partially eddy permitting resolutions, requiring some sort of468

sub-grid physics parameterisation of the mesoscale processes, are going to remain the norm for the foreseeable469

future. Assessment of related parameterisations to highlight the possible benefits as well as deficiencies imparted470

to the model by the parameterisation, are required in order to constrain our uncertainties in the relevant conclusions471

and projections drawn from such models. To that end, this work presents an investigation of the joint physical and472

biogeochemical sensitivity to the choice of mesoscale eddy parameterisation in light of the recent developments in473

eddy parameterisation and its improvements into the modelled physical processes. The focus here has been on the474

more conventional diffusive closures utilised in coarse resolution non-eddy permitting ocean models, principally on475

the eddy induced advection represented by the GM scheme (e.g., Gent and McWilliams, 1990; Gent et al., 1995) and476

the GM version of the GEOMETRIC scheme (Marshall et al., 2012; Mak et al., 2018, 2022b). The present work477

documents the performance of diffusive closures in coarse resolution models and the eddy resolving model truth, as a478

precursor to an assessment into models at eddy-permitting models as well as backscatter-type parameterisations and479

their impacts, to be reported elsewhere in due course.480

To comprehensively assess the impacts afforded by the choice of mesoscale eddy parameterisation, this481

investigation employs a simplified and well-understood physical model (a double gyre configuration with a prescribed482

seasonal pattern leading to deep water formation near the northern boundary). Further, a simplified biogeochemistry483

model was chosen so as to focus on the chain of causality relating sensitivities afforded by the eddy parameterisation,484

its impact on the modelled state, its consequences for nutrient supply (e.g., Williams et al., 2017, 2011; Whitt and485

Jansen, 2020; Gupta et al., 2022) and in turn Net Primary Production (NPP). An idealised model also allows for an486

eddy resolving model truth that models at coarser resolutions can be compared to. The general behaviours found487
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Figure 14: Differences of the advective supply of nitrate (NO3, mmol N day−1, where N is the nitrogen currency unit) into the pre-defined subpolar
gyre box between the climate change and control scenario (cf. Fig. 14). Shown are the vertical and meridional components (columns), as well as
the total, mean and eddy advective fluxes (rows). Taking into account of the signs of the advective fluxes in Fig. 14 and the difference in magnitudes
used here, negative values here largely mean a decrease in the supply into the subpolar gyre, while positive values mostly mean a decrease in the
loss out of the subpolar gyre. Lateral and vertical diffusive contributions to nitrate flux are largely similar over the set of calculations and have been
omitted.

are entirely consistent with that reported in Couespel et al. (2021) where, under the climate change scenario, NPP488

decreases, attributed to the strengthening of upper ocean stratification, leading to a weakened overturning circulation,489

and weakening of nutrient supply into the subpolar gyre region where the NPP is strongest. The coarse resolution490

models display a more significant decrease in the NPP, attributed to a weaker overturning circulation in the coarse491

resolution models. The previous work was all done with the standard prescription of the GM scheme, and this work492

extends it in the first instance by considering a more updated GM-based eddy parameterisation, as well as critically493

assessing the sensitivities afforded by the parameterisations and in anticipation of assessing model performance in494

eddy permitting models. A summary of the key diagnostics in this work and a comparison of the more updated495

GM-based eddy parameterisation with the constant case is given in Table 2.496

The first main finding here is that the GM-version of the GEOMETRIC scheme (Marshall et al., 2012), which497

was found previously to lead to improved sensitivities in the modelled ocean mean state particularly when the domain498

includes a representation of the Southern Ocean (Mak et al., 2018, 2022b), leads to an improvement over the case499

where the GM coefficient κgm is set to be uniform over space, largely because the resulting κgm varies in space and500

is somewhat state-aware. The benefits afforded by a spatially varying κgm with reasonable properties is not entirely501

surprising and is somewhat known in the physical oceanography modelling community, though perhaps not so widely502

reported. In this particular model, the overall model response seems to be particularly sensitive to the region with503

deep water formation, which is consistent with theoretical considerations through the impact on the overturning504

circulation (e.g., Williams and Follows, 2011). Extra calculations reported in the Appendix A with prescribed505

spatially varying κgm further supports the reported model responses. The observed model effect is rationalised here as506

the eddy induced advection providing some ‘resistance’ just below the modelled mixed layers that resists the bending507

isopycnals that would result from deep water formation and associated convective events. The resulting state from508

using GEOMETRIC with κgm ∼ E (where E is the total eddy energy) under the control scenario has a marginally509

stronger overturning circulation (Fig. 3), more consistent statistics in the mixed layer depths (Fig. 4), and leads to510

a higher nutrient supply rate and NPP (Table 2), with model characteristics that are more consistent with the model511
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Diagnostic R12 values CONST values GEOM values improve over CONST
overturning circulation (Sv)
(Fig. 3a, b, c and 10a, b, c)

L2 mismatch rel. R12 (CTL) — 2.29 1.99 X
L2 mismatch rel. R12 (CC) — 1.87 1.63 X

northward heat transport (1015 W)
(Fig. 3d, e, f and 10d, e, f )

area average (CTL) 0.146 0.078 0.094 X
area average (CC) 0.148 (+2.0%) 0.097 (+23.5%) 0.099 (+5.7%) X (X)
sensitivity (L2) 0.004 0.020 0.006 X

northern mixed layer depth (m)
(Fig. 4 and 11)

median (CTL) 592 378 486 X
median (CC) 388 (−34.5%) 234 (−38.1%) 296 (−39.1%) X (×)
sensitivity (1-Wasserstein) 217 170 216 X

NPP (mmol N m−2 day−1)
(Fig. 5 and 12)

area average (CTL) 3.67 2.76 2.91 X
area average (CC) 3.16 (−13.8%) 2.13 (−22.9%) 2.22 (−23.6%) X (×)

NO−3 concentration (mmol N m−3)
(Fig. 6d and 13d)

area average (CTL) 15.61 15.57 15.01 ×

area average (CC) 14.54 (−6.9%) 15.48 (−0.6%) 13.70 (−8.7%) × (X)
sensitivity (L2) 1.31 2.14 1.84 X

Table 2: Summary of diagnostics and their sensitivities for the set of calculations, where the bracketed numbers denote the percentage differences
of the diagnostic between the climate change and control scenario, and L2 denotes the area-weighted average root-mean-square difference (and has
the same units as the diagnostics themselves).

truth over the CONST case. It was verified in the extra calculations with the Treguier et al. (1997) prescription of512

κgm (choosing maximum κgm value to be 1000 m2 s−1) leads to qualitatively similar results as GEOM in the control513

calculation (not shown). Without performing the calculations, we would expect similar eddy parameterisation schemes514

employing mixing length arguments resulting in κgm ∼
√

K (where K is the eddy kinetic energy), such as parts of515

MEKE (Jansen et al., 2019), would lead to qualitative similar results as GEOM here.516

The second finding, one that is more subtle, is that the GM-version of the GEOMETRIC scheme does ‘worse’517

in the integrated NPP metric to idealised climate change compared to the standard implementation, even though the518

model using the GEOMETRIC scheme actually seems to mostly improve on the bulk sensitivities displayed by the519

model truth (e.g. nitrate concentration in Fig. 13, nutrient supply profiles in Fig. 14), and certainly more convincing520

and consistent than the CONST case (e.g. significant increase in heat transport in Fig. 10 f , significantly different521

advective nutrient supply profiles in Fig. 14). The observation here seems to stem from the following: (i) the standard522

prescription of GM, while producing inconsistent sensitivities, happen to lead to cancellations (e.g. strong decrease523

in supply of nutrient at southern boundary in Fig. 14c and strong decrease in loss of nutrient at northern boundary in524

Fig. 14d), and (ii) the GEOMETRIC scheme happens to lead to a change in regions that lead to a particularly large525

impact in the model response (increase in the κgm towards the northern boundary, Fig. 9, and decrease in the vertical526

nutrient supply near the top of the ocean, Fig. 14a). Extra calculations (not shown) with the Treguier et al. (1997)527

prescription of κgm with no re-tuning leads to diagnostics that are qualitatively close to the GEOM calculations, but at528

a lesser magnitude, so that the integrated results are somewhat better than GEOM. The result here is likely because529
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the resulting κgm is still capped at the same value, thus while it is seen that the emergent κgm from the Treguier et al.530

(1997) prescription increases, the degree of increase is capped and thus the same influence of increasing κgm over the531

northern boundary region is lessened somewhat, but arguably because of the artificial limited on the parameterisation532

scheme. Without running the calculations, we would expect similar eddy parameterisation schemes employing mixing533

length arguments with κgm ∼
√

K would also do slightly better in the integrated diagnostics than GEOM because of534

the more muted increase in κgm over the northern boundary region.535

One point to make here then is that care needs to be taken in the choice of metric to judge on the performance,536

and a combination of metrics might be required to highlight the intricacies of the model behaviour that are potentially537

masked behind a single metric, particularly when an average or integrated quantity is used. A case in hand here is that538

while the standard prescription of the GM scheme seems to lead to a ‘better’ response in integrated NPP, it is masking539

the fact that the contributing sensitivities are largely inconsistent with the model truth, i.e., two ‘wrongs’ can result540

in something that appears to look ‘right’. Ultimately the requirement should be that the biogeochemistry response is541

‘better’ because the underlying ocean physics is ‘better’, and this work highlights a cautionary example where ocean542

models investigating biogeochemical responses should consider the modelled physical responses where possible.543

The present use of an idealised model, in addition to providing a clean investigation into the strengths and544

deficiencies in the parameterisation schemes, also highlights lessons that we can learn from when extending our545

investigation to more complex but realistic models. The idealised model here highlights that if a GM-based546

parameterisation scheme is to be used, some form of tapering of κgm might be required as the regions of deep water547

formation are approached (cf. Hallberg, 2013), since this can have knock-on effects for the overturning circulation548

and affect biogeochemical responses in a non-local fashion. More complex biogeochemistry models are absolutely549

required to assess and highlight the impact of eddy parameterisations to for example carbon and oxygen budgets550

(e.g., Friedlingstein et al., 2014; Berthet et al., 2019; Séférian et al., 2019; Kwiatkowski et al., 2020). Our focus here551

however is more process oriented, and to set out a framework for evaluating the model responses and sensitivities552

to parameterisation, but including more complete biogeochemistry models is definitely a possible avenue for future553

work.554

Another choice made here is to focus on the eddy induced advection as represented by the GM scheme, sidelining555

the isoneutral diffusion as represented by the Redi scheme (e.g. Redi, 1982; Griffies, 1998). It is somewhat considered556

in the modelling community that the GM coefficient impacts the ventilation pathways via changes to the stratification557

profile, and in turn somewhat the rate of ventilation, while the isoneutral diffusion affects mostly the rate of ventilation558

(e.g., England and Rahmstorf, 1999; Matear, 2001; Gnanadesikan et al., 2015; Jones and Abernathey, 2019) without559

modifying the background state too much (but see Chouksey et al. 2022). A possible consequence to that view is560

that the theoretical developments as well as numerical assessment of the GM-based schemes are more active and561

mature (e.g., Eden and Greatbatch, 2008; Hofman and Morales Maqueda, 2011; Mak et al., 2018; Jansen et al., 2019;562

Bachman, 2019) compared to that of isoneutral diffusion (e.g., Smith and Marshall, 2009; Ferrari and Nikurashin,563

2010; Abernathey et al., 2013; Groeskamp et al., 2021). With that in mind prior to our investigation, we have mostly564

focused on the GM-based schemes, but we did consider simulations varying the spatially constant isoneutral diffusion565

coefficient κiso, for lack of a consensus of scheme to choose from. Our sample simulations varying the spatially566

constant κiso by itself seems to have very minor to negligible impacts for this setup, but there are feedback loops567

present if κgm is state-aware (see Appendix A). A systematic and comprehensive assessment of the isoneutral diffusion568

parameterisation schemes is a major undertaking, and we opted to defer a related investigation to another time.569

While we would like to make use of mesoscale resolving models generally, these are still computationally570

prohibitive and likely to remain so for the foreseeable future. As a compromise, there is an increasing focus on571

eddy permitting models, to broadly refer to ocean models between around 1/2◦ to 1/9◦, where mesoscale eddies have572

an explicit but incomplete representation (e.g. the explicit eddy field is substantially less energetic, from measures573

such as the explicit eddy kinetic energy). As noted at the beginning of this work, existing geostrophic mesoscale eddy574

parameterisations largely split into diffusive closures, which was the subject of this present work, and backscatter575

approaches (e.g., Bachman, 2019; Jansen et al., 2019). The former are more targeted towards coarse resolution576

model without an explicit representation of eddies (e.g. models with around 1◦ horizontal resolution, such as the577

NEMO ORCA1 model). The latter in principle should work across models at different resolutions, but the working578

consensus at the time of writing seems to be that backscatter approaches work better in eddy permitting models, where579

backscatter parameterisations energise the eddies that are explicitly represented by the model itself. Given the increase580

in available computational power for performing global ocean models and Earth System Models at eddy permitting581
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resolutions (normally around 1/4◦ horizontal resolution), and the benefits that result once ocean models go from no582

eddies to some eddies (e.g., Hewitt et al., 2017, 2020), an assessment into backscatter parameterisations analogous to583

the one carried out here is a priority, and is currently the subject of investigation.584

Two fundamentally separate but in practice related queries that spring to mind are the benefits and deficiencies585

of (i) eddy permitting models themselves, and (ii) backscatter parameterisations, in relation to the physical as well586

as biogeochemical responses. Preliminary work carried out by us focusing on the former shows that while the 1/9◦587

models (cf., Couespel et al., 2021) are quantitatively similar to the 1/12◦ model reported here, the 1/4◦ model (the588

target resolution of next generation Earth System Models) seems to be “too good”: the modelled NPP decrease is589

even less than the model truth under the idealised climate change scenario. This is again a case where we are getting590

a ‘better’ answer but for essentially the wrong reasons: the 1/4◦ has eddies but these are too weak, resulting in the591

modelled mixed layer and pycnocline having a deep bias, leading to a deep overturning circulation and larger nutrient592

supply, with associated increase in subpolar gyre NPP. The preliminary result reinforces the cautionary point made593

here about integrated metrics that, while useful and easier to understand, potentially masks out important details594

that can be absolutely crucial. The preliminary result also suggests that the main benefits come from a model595

becoming eddy permitting. While this might be suggesting fundamental limitations of non-eddying models and596

diffusive closures, if anything the results imply we still want a bit of the diffusive behaviour associated with diffusive597

closures in the 1/4◦ models (e.g. to counteract the deeper mixed layer and pycnocline), rather than jettison it altogether.598

Whether the additional diffusive behaviour should come from diffusive closures themselves explicitly, or implicitly via599

the backscatter approaches energising the eddies, remains an open question. This brings us back however to a long-600

standing question of utilising diffusive closures in such eddy permitting ‘grey zone’ models (e.g. Hewitt et al., 2020),601

since eddy permitting models by themselves under count the eddy activity, but utilising a diffusive parameterisation602

ends up double counting (cf., Hallberg, 2013). It is known using GM-based schemes ends up damping most of the603

explicit eddies permitted by the model, and makes the eddy permitting model behave more like a non-eddying model.604

The issue of parameterisation in eddy permitting models, on diffusive vs. backscatter-type approaches, and their605

separate and joint consequences on the resulting physical and biogeochemical responses is currently underway, and606

will be the subject of future publications.607
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Appendix A. Model dependence on other parameters614

Here we provide some further evidence for our assertion that the model mostly depends on κgm, particularly its615

values around the northern boundary where deep water formation occurs, and a brief description of model dependence616

on other key uncertain parameters within the system, namely the GEOMETRIC parameters α and λ (see Eq. 2 and 3),617

and the isoneutral diffusion parameter κiso.618

The dynamical argument here is that the presence of κgm leads to flattening of isopycnals at the base of the mixed619

layer, which provides extra resistance to deep water formation by inhibiting the steepening of isopycnals that would620

arise. Such an effect leads to a shallow bias of the mixed layer depths, a weakening of the overturning circulation, a621

reduction in nutrient supply and a reduction in NPP. The argument is in line with the previous results in the Appendix622

of Couespel et al. (2021), as well as our own CONST experiments, where it is generally observed that the smaller the623

κgm, the higher the NPP (for precisely the aforementioned dynamical reasons, with signatures in the mixed layer depths624

and other physical metrics; not shown). The highest NPP occurs for the case when the GM scheme is completely625

switched off, but of course at the expense of introducing un-physical deep convection around the domain, as mentioned626

in text.627

It follows that varying the GEOM parameters α and λ affect the resulting model results in a way that is628

consistent with varying κgm (varying the energy diffusion coefficient ηE leads to fairly weak responses in κgm ∼ E629
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NPP (CTL) NPP (CC) ∆NPP (self)
κiso = 500 2.73 2.16 −20.9%

CONST κiso = 1000 2.76 2.13 −22.8%
κiso = 2000 2.87 2.22 −22.7%
κiso = 500 2.75 2.06 −25.1%

GEOM κiso = 1000 2.91 2.22 −23.6%
κiso = 2000 3.11 2.48 −20.3%

Table A.3: Integrated Net Primary Production rate (NPP, mmol N m−2 day−1, where N is the nitrogen currency) integrated over the subpolar gyre
box under the climate change scenario, for various calculations with varying κiso.

via modifying the sharpness of the modelled total eddy energy signature E). Increasing α and decreasing λ (or630

increasing the dissipation time-scale λ−1) both lead to increased κgm (consistent with Mak et al. 2017; see Marshall631

et al. 2017 for physical rationalisation), leading to decreases in NPP again for the aforementioned reasons. While the632

resulting modelled state under the control scenario differ depending on the choice of GEOM parameters, the resulting633

sensitivities under climate change for fixed choices of α and λ are largely similar in magnitude, with a similar decrease634

in NPP, again because of the resulting increase in the κgm value over the northern boundary region. Although there are635

no strong constraints on the choice of α and λ (but see attempts in Poulsen et al. 2019 and Mak et al. 2022a), it is at636

least reassuring that the conclusions regarding the sensitivity under climate change scenarios are robust.637

The sensitivity of the modelled state to the κgm value at the northern boundary was further supported by results from638

experiments where κgm was artificially enhanced/suppressed under climate change scenario, via manually modifying639

the CONST or GEOM κgm profiles in various regions. All results are consistent with the fact that increased κgm at640

the northern boundary lead to decreased NPP for the physical chain of causality detailed above. Further, the results641

support the notion that GEOM produces ‘better’ results in the control scenario because of the spatially varying κgm,642

but is perhaps over responding somewhat under the climate change scenario, as suggested in text.643

Regarding sensitivity to the isoneutral diffusion, for lack of strong evidence to suggest which prescription functions644

the best, we opted to study the simple case of varying the constant diffusion coefficient κiso. Table A.3 documents the645

diagnosed NPP in the various scenarios, for both the CONST (which are results implicitly reported in the Appendix of646

Couespel et al. 2021) and GEOM calculations. The general conclusions here are that increasing κiso leads to increased647

NPP, which is consistent with the increased transport of nutrients (at least in the lateral direction in the present gyre648

setting), certainly in the control scenario, and is suggestive in the climate change scenario. The observed sensitivity to649

κiso are stronger in the GEOM case, which arises from the nonlinear state dependence of κgm. In the CONST case κgm650

and κiso are independently prescribed, and the resulting modelled states at different κiso are not so different between651

the experiments at least from a qualitative point of view (and consistent with the conclusions of Couespel et al. 2021).652

On the other hand, in the GEOM case, increases in κiso leads to minor differences in the modelled state, which leads653

to changes in the calculated κgm (in this case a decreasing κgm over the northern boundary region, but with only very654

minor changes elsewhere in terms of the spatial pattern), which modifies onto the modelled state, leading to a modified655

κgm. The claim here is that the changes in the NPP we are seeing in GEOM from changing κiso arise from a positive656

feedback loop through its impact on κgm and resulting changes in the modelled stratification. The present nonlinear657

feedback loop between κiso, the modelled state and κgm arising from GEOM should be studied further, but is beyond658

the scope of the present work.659
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